
October 1, 2019
Omaha Camera Club Meeting Minutes

6:30 6:35:  welcome/new members - No Visitors or new members.

6:35 - 7:15 business updates

- Nikki: Papillion Library Exhibit update; all members of the Omaha Camera 
Club  are invited to participate in a a December 2019 - January 2020 exhibit at 
the Sump Memorial Library in downtown Papillion.  My goal is to have one 
piece from everyone in the club.  Even if you’ve never done anything like this 
before, you are encouraged you to try. 
 
This will be a monochrome exhibit.  By that I mean either black and white and 
shades of gray OR any photograph produced in tones of a single color (browns, 
blues, greens, purples, reds).  The goal is to visually unify the exhibit while still 
giving individual photographers great latitude in deciding what to show.
Any subject or style is appropriate, so think any and everything from landscapes 
and nature to still life to rural or urban grunge to animals to portraits of people to 
abstracts or design elements.
There are no restrictions on manipulation or editing.
 
We can accommodate a large range of sizes: the walls are most suitable for 
medium to large pieces (14” or longer on the long side) while the cases will work 
for smaller pieces.
Prints should be mounted and framed or otherwise prepared so that they are 
“finished”: canvas wraps or prints on metal, wood, or acrylic are fine, but no 
prints that are just matted, please.
Because of the hanging system, medium and large pieces must have a wire 
on the back.
Pieces for the cases can be displayed on small table easels and do not need 
hangers on the back.  We may also want to consider photography related objects 
other than prints, so put your thinking caps on.
If you are willing to sell your work, you may put a price on it; otherwise, it’s fine to 
submit something that’s “Not for Sale”.
Please sign up as soon as possible.  It’s not necessary to tell me exactly what 
piece you will contribute.  However, I would like to know the approximate size you 
think your FINISHED piece will be (include the frame in your estimate).  Small 
(up to 12” on long side), medium (14” to 20” on the long side), or large (more 
than 20” on the long side).  You may email Nikki  to let her know this information.

 



N4C	Digital	Competition	-	September 	2019	i

There	were	'ifty-nine	entries,	eight	in	each	of	the	six	categories	(DA,	DB,	DJ,	DN,	DP,	
DT).		Twelve	OCC	members	participated.	
There	were	run-offs	in	all	categories	except	Altered	Reality	this	month.	
Besides	naming	a	1st,	2nd,	and	3rd	place	winner	in	each	category,	N4C	awards	
Honorable	Mentions	to	the	top	10%	of	the	category	entrants	and	Merit	Awards	to	
those	in	the	top	25%.		Ten	OCC	members	received	a	total	of	18	awards:	
Honorable	Mention:	Heather	Vanderveen	(DN);	Donna	Turner	(DP);	Nikki	McDonald	
(DT);	Mike	Barker	(DJ);	Don	Loseke	(DP)	
Merits:	Allen	Kurth(DJ,	DN,	DP);	Paul	Bellinger	(DP,	DT);	Heather	Vanderveen	(DJ,	
DP);	Nikki	McDonald	(DA,	DP);	Paul	Evans	(DJ);	Dorothy	Sansom	(DP);	Donna	
Turner	(DN);	Terry	Turner	(DB)	
Irv Cobb Show and Tell FAQ

 
7:15-7:30 cookie break, Thank you Cookie master.

7:30 -7:40 Irv Cobb - Show and Tell Guidelines

7:40 - 8:25 - Show and Tell

8:25 8:30 - reminders/closing comments

- N4C/OCC Digital Contest deadline Tues. October 8th midnight
- Next Meeting: third Tues. oct 15th Digital Reveal
-Oct 29th last Tues. - Program Maxim Muir: Black and White - Processing/
Conversion
-Print judge secured for March competition  Homework assignment:  B/W
-Steven T  had equipment stolen : Sony A77II, Sony 16-50mm f2.8  

Please be on the lookout for this equipment on social media,  sales, etc.

Respectfully	submitted	by	Sandra	Wentworth,	secretary.


